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Abstract. In this paper, an image de-hazing method based on dark channel prior is
discussed. Based on the atmospheric model and physical theory, an improved KPCA
method will be used to optimize transmission function instead of filter method before.
Meanwhile, a progressive traversal method will be used for estimation of atmospheric light.
Also, color domain correction will be added after obtaining the restored image for a better
consistency with human visual properties. For different types of fog, such as water-fog in
Macau, the method can show a great result.

1. Introduction
Image dehazing is a popular technology which had made great progress these years. Since 2008,
Tan[1] and Fatla[2], respectively, proposed a dehazing algorithm based on thepriori hypothesis, this
idea has become the research hotspots in dehazing area. So far, a large number of researchers have
proposed a variety of image dehazing algorithms based on priori hypotheses. The most famous one
is image dehazing method based on dark channel prior proposed by He in 2009. Although the
principle is simple, the method can accurately estimate the transmittance intensity of different
regions in the fog image and obtain a good dehazing effect, which was awarded as the best paper of
CVPR in 2009. Nowadays, the algorithm is used in many dehazing fields, but the results can be
dissimilar with different range of transmittance values.
KPCA is a complete mathematical theory, while the most important part in dark-channel prior is
a physical model named Atmospheric Scattering Model. The combination of mathematical model
and physical model is expected to show a better result in image enhancement.
2. Proposed dark-channel Method
We use dark-channel to deal with dehazing problems first. When the weather is foggy and hazy,
on the one hand, object surface’s reflection light will be attenuated when arriving in collecting
device. On the other hand, atmospheric optical and other objects’ reflection light will get into the
equipment and involved in imaging, and the interference degree increased exponentially with the
increase of distance. We have an equation:
Atmospheric Scattering Model =
Reflected Light Recession Model + Atmospheric Optical Imaging Model
Reflected light on the surface of the object is reflected by the particles in the air, which causes
some light energy loss and spreads to other direction. The light intensity of the acquisition device is
reduced, and the image resolution is reduced. When the concentration of the particles in the air is
bigger, the distance of the propagation of the light is farther, the stronger the attenuation effect is.
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As shown in Fig.1, firstly we separately extract a beam of light, and d is a very short distance
that the light goes through. The intensity of the light passing through the distance is:
,

β λ dx

,

(1)

Here, β is the atmospheric scattering coefficient. After integration and the assumption that the
particles in the air are evenly distributed, we can get:
E d, λ
E λ e
(2)
This is the result of Reflected Light Recession Model.
When the particle content in the air is higher, the scattering effect makes the air become a " light
source ". The farther away from the scene, the more ambient light is collected, and the higher the
brightness of the image. We can simplify this model to a mathematical model[3] (Fig.1).
Assuming that the ambient light intensity at infinity is constant k, the luminous flux can be
written as:
dI x, λ
dVkβ λ
dωx dxkβ λ
According to the rules proposed by Allard in 1876, two formulas can get below:
dE x, λ

,

(3)

(4)

,
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dL x, λ
(5)
After integration and the assumption that d is infinity, we use Ea (d,λ) to represent the intensity
of atmospheric light in a certain distance:
E d, λ
E λ 1 e
According to the atmospheric scattering model, we can get the final model formula:

(6)

E d, λ
E λ e
E λ 1 e
We simplify the formula for simple calculation[4]:

(7)

I x
J x t x
A 1 t x
(8)
I is the known haze picture, J is the original picture which need restoration, while the t and A are
parameters. Therefore, we change single image dehazing into the calculation of transmissivity t and
atmospheric light A.
The dark channel prior is based on the following observation on haze-free outdoor images: in
most of the non-sky patches, at least one color channel has very low intensity at some pixels. In
other words, the minimum intensity in such a patch should have a very low value[5]. Formally, for
an image J, we define:
J

x

min

, ,

min

∈

J y

(9)
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Fig 1. Refleected Light Recession Model and Atmospherric Optical IImaging Mo
odel
Our obsservation saays that except for the sky region, the intensitty of Jdark is low and tends to bee
zero, if J is a haze-freee outdoor image.
i
We call Jdark the
t dark channel of J, and we calll the abovee
statistical oobservation or knowled
dge the darkk channel prrior.
Here, w
we first asssume that the atmosppheric lightt A is giveen. We furrther assum
me that thee
transmissioon in a local patch Ω(x) is consttant. We denote the patch’s
p
trannsmission as t˜(x). Wee
have:
n
min

∈

t̃ x min
m

1

∈

t̃ x

(10))
Then w
we minimizee the three channels,
c
aand accordin
ng to the prriori assump
mption of daark-channel,,
the minimuum value of the chann
nel in the lo cal region approaches
a
0, and the atmospheric light A iss
always greeater than 0,, then we caan finally geet the formu
ula for transmittance t ̃((x) :
t̃ x
1 ωmiin min
(111)
The nice property of
o this modiification is tthat we adaptively keep
p more hazee for the disstant
objects. Thhe value of ω is applicaation-based.. Normally, the value iss 0.95 in moost cases.
Howeveer, the transsmittance im
mage obtainned is in a grid shape, not accuraate. Thus an
n optimizedd
operation bbecomes neecessary. A new KPC A method was used here,
h
used G
Gaussian Radial
R
Basiss
Function.
X, Y
exp q‖X Y‖
(12))
k X
Also, thhe value of atmospheric light A shhould be kn
nown. A meethod namedd progressiv
ve traversall
was used tto estimate the value of
o A. First oof all, traveerse the entiire image w
with the 1/4 size of thee
original im
mage, selectt the window
w which is brightest. Second, adjjust the winndow to thee 1/4 of thee
selected arrea, and then traverse the
t area. Reepeat the wo
ork until the selected w
window sizee is smallerr
than the sppecified threshold valu
ue. In the exxperiment, the selected
d final winddow is not larger thann
the 1/400 of the origginal image.. This methhod can quickly and effectively
e
ddeal with atmospheric
a
c
optical estiimation.
After obbtaining thee transmittance of the ooptimized image, comb
bined with the estimatted value off
atmospheriic light A, the
t result caan be easily calculated and simulatted.
3. Experim
mental Resu
ults
Based oon the imprrovement an
nd attemptss in KPCA method, a new kernell function was
w used too
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optimize thhe transmisssion functio
on.
Classic fog picturres and Maacau fog ppictures (wiith much water
w
in air
ir) are put here, withh
comparisonn between the
t results of
o dark channnel prior an
nd histogram
m equalizatiion.

ii.original im
mage

ii. histoggram equaliization

iii.dark-chaannel analyssis

Fig 2. C
Classic Fog Pictures

i.original im
mage

ii. histtogram equaalization

iii.dark-cchannel anaalysis

Fig 3. M
Macau Fog Pictures
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